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ABSTRACT

This study investigated whether grip type and/or task goal influenced reaching and grasping performance in post-stroke hemiparesis. Sixteen adults with post-stroke hemiparesis and twelve healthy adults reached to and grasped a cylindrical object using one of two grip types (3-finger or palmar) to achieve one of two task goals (hold or lift). Performance of the stroke group was characteristic of hemiparetic limb movement during reach-to-grasp, with more curved handpaths and slower velocities compared to the control group. These effects were present regardless of grip type or task goal. Other measures of reaching (reach time and reach velocity at object contact) and grasping (peak thumb-index finger aperture during the reach and peak grip force during the grasp) were differentially affected by grip type, task goal, or both, despite the presence of hemiparesis, providing new evidence that changes in motor patterns after stroke may occur to compensate for stroke-related motor impairment.
INTRODUCTION

Daily life requires reaching to and grasping a variety of objects that vary in size, shape, and weight, and may be used in a variety of ways. For example, reaching to grasp a coffee mug may be for lifting it to one’s mouth for drinking, or for holding it while it is being filled. Alternatively, one might reach to lift or hold a delicate glass. Both cases involve essential movement components of the upper extremity: reaching for, grasping, and moving/manipulating an object (Lang, 2011), but with different grip types and task goals. Successful task performance, therefore, relies on the ability to move in a task-specific manner. Although previous studies have quantified task-specificity of reach-to-grasp movements in healthy adults (Ansuini, Giosa, Turella, Altoe, & Castiello, 2008; Castiello, 1996; Klatzky, Fikes, & Pellegrino, 1995; Marteniuk, MacKenzie, Jeannerod, Athenes, & Dugas, 1987; Wisneski & Johnson, 2007), much less is known about task-specific motor control in the affected limb after stroke and how hemiparesis affects the ability to move in task-specific ways.

Persistent upper extremity motor impairment is common after stroke, and can significantly limit functional ability and participation in activities that involve reaching and grasping (Dromerick, et al., 2006; Lum, et al., 2009). Kinematic and kinetic analyses of reaching and grasping have been used to quantify motor performance of the affected limb across a range of time post-stroke and stroke severity (Cirstea, Mitnitski, Feldman, & Levin, 2003; Grichting, Hediger, Kaluzny, & Wiesendanger, 2000; Hermsdorfer, Hagl, Nowak, & Marquardt, 2003; Kwakkel, Kollen, van der Grond, & Prevo, 2003; Lang, DeJong, & Beebe, 2009; Lang, et al., 2005; Lang, Wagner, Edwards, Sahrmann, & Dromerick, 2006; Levin, 1996; Michaelsen, Magdalon, & Levin, 2009; Nowak, 2008; Nowak, Hermsdorfer, & Topka, 2003; Raghavan, Santello, Gordon, & Krakauer, 2010; Wenzelburger, et al., 2005) and has shown that, compared
to healthy adults, upper extremity movements are slower, less coordinated, and less efficient. Thus, it is possible that stroke-related motor impairments may affect one’s ability to adjust performance given different movement contexts, potentially reducing one’s motor repertoire (Beer, Dewald, Dawson, & Rymer, 2004; Cruz, Waldinger, & Kamper, 2005; Kamper, McKenna-Cole, Kahn, & Reinkensmeyer, 2002; Lang & Schieber, 2004; Lum, Patten, Kothari, & Yap, 2004; Raghavan, Petra, Krakauer, & Gordon, 2006; Reinkensmeyer, McKenna Cole, Kahn, & Kamper, 2002). Conceptually, motor repertoires allow for diverse and adaptable motor performance because different behaviors require different control strategies (Graziano, 2006; Schieber, 1990; Schieber & Santello, 2004), yet it remains unclear how flexible movement control is after stroke across various contextual constraints.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether performance of a functional reach-to-grasp movement in people with post-stroke hemiparesis is influenced by grip type and/or task goal. Studies using single grip types or single tasks have been critical in quantifying how stroke might impair movement production, as described above, but cannot address whether stroke reduces the flexibility of movement control, because of methodological variability across studies. This study was therefore designed to directly test how stroke might alter patterns of performance when moving with multiple grip types and task goals. If movement of the affected limb depends on the grip and goal requirements of a reach-grasp task, this would indicate that the ability to modify a movement strategy in a task-specific way may be preserved in the presence of motor impairment. Alternatively, if reaching and/or grasping were invariant across these contexts, this would suggest that people with hemiparesis do not modify their movement strategy despite the different task requirements. We hypothesized that in the affected limb of stroke subjects and the limbs of healthy subjects, kinematic and kinetic measures of reaching and grasping would be
different across the tested grip types and task goals, reflecting intact task-specific strategies after stroke. We therefore predicted significant effects of group, grip type, and task goal on our measures of performance. Findings from this study will further our understanding of how hemiparesis affects upper extremity motor control.

**METHODS**

**Subjects**

Sixteen adults with upper extremity hemiparesis following stroke (7 female, 9 male) participated in this study. Eleven subjects within the stroke group were right-handed, based on self-report. Stroke subjects were recruited from the Cognitive Rehabilitation Research Group and Brain Recovery Core Stroke Registries at Washington University in St. Louis based on the presence of unilateral hemiparesis. Potential stroke subjects were included if they (1) had a diagnosis of ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke by a stroke neurologist, (2) had persistent hemiparesis with a score of 1–3 on the Motor Arm item of the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS), indicating mild to moderate impairment, and (3) had the ability to follow 2-step commands. Potential subjects were excluded from the study if they (1) had orthopedic or other medical conditions that limited the affected upper extremity prior to the stroke, (2) had severe hemispatial neglect as evidenced by a score of 2 on the Extinction and Inattention items of the NIHSS, (3) were unable to give informed consent, or (4) were unable to perform 3-finger and palmar grips. This study was approved by the Washington University Human Research Protection Office, and was conducted in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration. All subjects provided informed consent prior to beginning the study.
Several clinical tests were used to characterize the group of stroke subjects. Maximum grip strength (kg) of the affected and unaffected sides was measured 3 consecutive times with a dynamometer, then averaged and expressed as a percentage of the unaffected side for each stroke subject (Andrews, Thomas, & Bohannon, 1996; Schmidt & Toews, 1970). Spasticity of the elbow flexors was assessed on the affected side using the Modified Ashworth Scale (Bohannon & Smith, 1987). The Action Research Arm Test (ARAT) was used to quantify upper extremity function. This is a criterion-rated assessment of the capacity for gross movement, grasping, gripping and pinching (Hsieh, Hsueh, Chiang, & Lin, 1998; Lang, Wagner, Dromerick, & Edwards, 2006; Lyle, 1981; Van der Lee, Beckerman, Lankhorst, & Bouter, 2001; Van der Lee, De Groot, et al., 2001; Yozbatiran, Der-Yeghiaian, & Cramer, 2008). A maximum score of 57 on each side indicates normal function. Self-perceived hand function was measured using the Stroke Impact Scale (SIS) Hand Function subscale, in which subjects answered questions about their ability to use their affected hand in five daily tasks (Duncan, et al., 1999; Duncan, Wallace, Studenski, Lai, & Johnson, 2001). The score for this scale ranges from 0 to 100 (normal).

Twelve neurologically-intact adults (6 female, 6 male) also participated in this study, ten of whom were right-handed, based on self-report. These subjects served as a group of control subjects for the study, and were recruited from the Volunteer for Health Research Participant Registry at Washington University in St. Louis. Potential control subjects were included if they (1) were at least 30 years old, (2) had no known neurological disease, and (3) had no disability or injury affecting their upper extremity on either side.

**Procedure**

Each subject used only one upper extremity during the experiment. Stroke subjects used their affected side. Control subjects were assigned which side to use based on random selection.
Seven (of 12) control subjects used their right side, and seven used their dominant side (6 right, 1 left). All subjects sat in a chair and reached for a custom-fabricated cylindrical object (10.7 cm circumference, 3.4 cm diameter, 11.3 cm height) with a rectangular base (13.4 cm by 6 cm) located on a table (Fig. 1A). The total weight of the object was 420 grams (4.12 N). The table was placed with its closest edge across the subject’s mid-thighs and the height was adjusted to be as low as possible without contacting the thighs, in order to allow clearance of the table edge while reaching. The object was placed on the table at a standardized distance from the subject (90% of the length of the arm from shoulder to wrist), aligned with the mid-clavicle in the frontal plane. At the beginning of each trial, subjects began with their hand resting on their proximal thigh, with the tips of the thumb and fingers together. Subjects were instructed to use one of 2 grip types: a 3-finger grip, which involved the thumb, index, and middle fingers, or a palmar grip (Fig. 1B). These grip types were chosen because they 1) have been well characterized as two discrete patterns of human prehension with different levels of accuracy and/or precision, and 2) represent a range of actions observed in daily life (Napier, 1956; Pouydebat, Reghem, Borel, & Gorce, 2011; Tucker & Ellis, 1998, 2004). The 3-finger grip type is typically classified as a modified pincer grip that provides additional support or strength to the grasp, when afforded by the object, and has been shown to be used more frequently in older adults compared to younger adults and children (Wong & Whishaw, 2004). Subjects were then instructed to use the specified grip type to achieve one of two task goals: To “Reach, grasp, and hold the object,” or “Reach, grasp, and lift the object.” The experimenter demonstrated each task, lifting the object approximately 15 cm above the table during the Lift task. No speed-related instructions were provided. Upon a verbal “go” signal, subjects reached at their natural, comfortable speed to grasp the object anywhere on its instrumented handle (see Fig. 1B). Four trial types (3-fgr lift, 3-fgr
hold, palmar lift, palmar hold) were performed in a randomized order, and three consecutive repetitions of each trial type were collected.

**Data Analysis**

Three-dimensional (3-D) position data of the upper extremity segments were collected with an electromagnetic tracking system with nine sensors (The Motion Monitor, Innovative Sports Training, Chicago, IL). Sensor locations were: midsternum (1 sensor); upper arm (1); forearm (1); hand (1); and fingernail of each digit (5). Kinematic data were collected at 50 Hz and low-pass filtered at 6 Hz using a second-order Butterworth filter. Motion Monitor software (Innovative Sports Training Chicago, IL) was used to calculate resultant velocity from sensor data using standard rigid body methodology (Wu et al., 2005), and custom-written software in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) was used for subsequent analyses.

Pressure on the object was collected with an I-Scan® pressure mapping sensor (Tekscan, Inc., Boston, MA) that was wrapped around the cylindrical surface of the object. The sensor (model 5101/3414TI/10; range 41 to 34,475 kPa) was 11.8 x 11.8 cm and comprised of two thin, flexible polyester sheets (0.1 mm total thickness) that contain electrically conductive sensing cells, or sensels™. Electrical resistance at each sensel varies inversely with applied load (normal force). The I-Scan sensor contains 1,936 sensels in a 44 x 44 array with 15.5 sensels per square cm. Sensor data were collected at 100 Hz, and were converted to units of force (grams) using calibrated Tekscan data acquisition hardware and software. Total force measured by the sensor during each trial was exported as a time-series and further analyzed using MATLAB. Pressure sensor technology is a newer method for measuring grip force (DeJong, Birkenmeier, & Lang, In Press) and was selected because it affords more natural grasping performance for subjects without requiring specific hand/finger placement on discrete sensors. A limitation of the pressure...
sensor system is that it measures only grip (normal) forces, not load (tangential or shear) forces. For this study, the advantage of capturing “real-life” grasping behavior during a naturalistic action outweighed the disadvantage of measuring only unidirectional load forces.

Reach start was defined as the time when the 3-D resultant velocity of the hand sensor exceeded 5 mm/s (Fig. 1C, top panel); initial contact with the object indicated reach end, and was defined as the time when the total force on the object exceeded 5 grams (0.049 N) (Fig. 1C, bottom panel). For each trial, the variables of interest for reaching performance were reach path ratio, peak reach velocity, reach time, and contact velocity. Grasping performance was further quantified using measures of peak aperture and peak grip force. Reach path ratio was calculated as total distance traveled by the wrist sensor divided by the length of a straight-line path from the reach’s starting point to ending point. A reach path ratio equal to one represents a straight reach to the object (Hollerbach & Flash, 1982; Morasso, 1981), while a ratio greater than one represents a more curved reach path. Similar indices of curvature have been shown to effectively characterize the shape of reaching trajectories (Archambault, Pigeon, Feldman, & Levin, 1999; Bastian, Martin, Keating, & Thach, 1996; Duff & Sainburg, 2007). Peak reach velocity was calculated as the maximum 3-D resultant velocity of the hand sensor during the reach (Fig. 1C, top). Reach time was the duration from reach start to reach end. Contact velocity was calculated as the 3-D resultant velocity of the hand sensor at reach end. Peak aperture was calculated as the maximum 3-D distance between the sensors on the thumbnail and the index fingernail during the reaching phase (Jeannerod, 1984) (Fig. 1C, middle); this measure reflects how wide the thumb and fingers are opened as the hand approaches an object during reach-to-grasp, and is widely viewed as a preliminary ‘sketch’ of the upcoming grasping action in healthy adults (Castiello, 2005; Smeets & Brenner, 1999) and in those with residual grasping ability following stroke.
(Lang, et al., 2005; Lang, Wagner, Edwards, et al., 2006; Michaelsen, Jacobs, Roby-Brami, & Levin, 2004; Michaelsen, et al., 2009), although the magnitude of peak aperture during reaching is often altered with hemiparesis. Peak grip force was the maximum grip force recorded as the object was held in place during the hold task, or lifted from the table during the lift task (Fig. 1C, bottom).

We selected these variables because they capture important and relevant characteristics of reaching and grasping behavior, and are sensitive to subtle changes in upper extremity movement both in healthy subjects and following stroke, as depicted in Figure 1C (Schaefer, Haaland, & Sainburg, 2009; Wagner, Lang, Sahrmann, Edwards, & Dromerick, 2007). Moreover, upper extremity kinematic measures have been shown to have adequate test-retest reliability in both healthy adults (Carpinella, Mazzoleni, Rabuffetti, Thorsen, & Ferrarin, 2006) and in adults with post-stroke hemiparesis (Caimmi, et al., 2008; Patterson, Bishop, McGuirk, Sethi, & Richards, 2011; Wagner, Rhodes, & Patten, 2008). Recently, Patterson et al. (2011) reported excellent reliability for handpath curvature (reach path ratio), reach time, peak velocity, and peak aperture (all Pearson r > .79; p<.05) for reaching and grasping tasks similar to those in this study, and concluded that kinematic analysis is useful and feasible for quantifying upper extremity movement after stroke.

Each variable of interest was calculated for each trial, and averaged over the three repetitions per trial type. JMP® 8.0 was used for all statistical analyses, and our criterion for statistical significance was set at p<0.05. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to verify normal distribution of each variable. For each variable, effects were analyzed using a 2x2x2 mixed model ANOVA with grip (3-Finger versus Palmar) and goal (Hold versus Lift) as within-subject factors, and group (Control versus Stroke) as the between-subjects factor. When warranted by
significant interaction effects, post hoc analyses were performed using Tukey-Kramer Honestly Significant Different (HSD) tests, which adjusted for multiple pairwise comparisons within repeated measures ANOVA (Kramer, 1956; Stoline, 1981) and is appropriate for unequal sample sizes. This method was used to detect significant differences in reaching and grasping performance between grip and task conditions and across groups. To illustrate grip-related change ($\Delta$) on an individual basis in the stroke group, differences between palmar and 3-finger grip types (palmar minus 3-finger) were calculated for some variables. Pearson product moment correlation coefficients across subjects were calculated to determine whether there were significant relationships between $\Delta$ values and descriptive variables.

RESULTS

Group characteristics

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of each subject group. Control and stroke groups were comparable in terms of age (t-test $p=.31$), gender, and hand tested. Subjects within the stroke group had a wide range of time post-stroke (14 days to 9.6 years) and mild to moderate impairment of the contralesional arm, as evidenced by reductions in grip/pinch strength and upper extremity function (ARAT and SIS scores).

Effect of group

Some measures of reaching and grasping performance varied only by group (control $\neq$ stroke). Figure 2A shows the reach paths (medial view of wrist sensor in sagittal plane) from a control (left panel) and stroke (right panel) subject during 3 trials using a 3-finger grip in the Lift task. Reach paths are shown from movement start to object contact. Reaches by the stroke subject were more curved and had more submovements than those of the control subject.
Repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of group on reach path ratio ($F_{1,26}=11.1; p<.01$), yet no main effect of grip ($F_{1,26}=3.06; p=.08$) or goal ($F_{1,26}=0.36; p=.55$). Reach path ratios were higher (i.e. reach was less straight) for the stroke group than for the control group (Fig. 2B), regardless of grip type or task goal. Likewise, peak reach velocities were lower in the stroke group (group main effect: $F_{1,26}=6.14; p<.05$). As shown in Figure 2C, the magnitude of peak velocity did not vary with grip type (grip main effect: $F_{1,26}=0.94; p=.33$) or task goal (goal main effect: $F_{1,26}=0.15; p=.69$).

**Effect of grip type**

Motor performance can be significantly affected after stroke, yet an important finding of this study was that grip type also influenced some aspects of reaching and grasping performance in each group. For some variables, the effects of grip type differed between the two groups. As shown in Figure 3A, reach times were longer for the stroke group, and more so when using the 3-finger grip than the palmar grip. ANOVA results revealed a group x grip interaction effect on reach time ($F_{1,26}=8.49; p<.01$). Reach time did not vary between grip types within the control group (post hoc $p=.89$), but were significantly longer with the 3-finger grip than with the palmar grip in the stroke group (1542 ms vs. 1280 ms, respectively) ($p<.0001$).

Slower peak reach velocities in the stroke group during reaching for the object (see Fig. 2C) were not necessarily associated with lower velocities at object contact. Grip type also influenced the velocity at which the hand contacted the object (Fig. 3B). ANOVA results revealed a group x grip interaction effect ($F_{1,26}=3.99; p<.05$), with post hoc tests indicating that contact velocities were higher for the palmar grip than for the 3-finger in both groups (control $p<.0001$; stroke $p<.01$). A group difference was evident for the palmar grip, where contact velocity was faster in the control group ($p<.01$), yet there was no group difference for the 3-finger grip ($p=.91$). This
effect is illustrated in Figure 3B, such that the difference in contact velocity between the 3-finger and palmar grip types was greater in the control group than in the stroke group.

Grip type also influenced the size of peak aperture during the reach phase (Fig. 3C). Peak aperture varied by group and by grip type, indicated by a significant group x grip interaction in peak aperture ($F_{1,26}=5.57; p<.05$). Peak apertures were larger for palmar grips compared to 3-finger grips in both groups (control $p<.0001$; stroke $p<.0001$). A group difference was evident for the 3-finger grip, where peak aperture was larger in the stroke group ($p<.01$), yet there was no group difference for the palmar grip ($p=.91$).

Peak grip force was higher for the palmar grip than for the 3-finger grip (Fig. 3D), with ANOVA results revealing a group x grip ($F_{1,26}=3.86; p=.05$) interaction. No significant post hoc group differences in peak force were observed, however, for either the 3-finger grip ($p=.29$) or the palmar grip ($p=.75$). These results show that the stroke group scaled peak grip force to the same degree as the control group between the 3-finger and palmar grip types.

**Effect of task goal**

ANOVA results indicated that a few measures of performance may also vary depending on the task goal. For reach time, a significant group x goal interaction ($F_{1,26}=4.08; p<.05$) showed that the control group tended to take longer in the Hold task than in the Lift task, but the stroke group tended to take longer in the Lift task as compared to the Hold task (Fig. 3E). The amount of force produced during each grip type also depended on the task goal, as indicated by a goal x grip ($F_{1,26}=4.17; p<.05$) interaction in peak force. For 3-finger grips, higher peak forces were produced while lifting rather than holding the object, while for palmar grips, higher peak forces were produced while holding rather than lifting (Fig. 3F). This trend was seen in both the control and stroke groups, though it was not significant with post-hoc testing.
No relationship with time post-stroke or stroke severity

Reaching and grasping performance can vary with time post-stroke and severity of impairment; therefore, it was plausible that the group x grip interactions in reach time, contact velocity, peak aperture, and peak grip force could have depended on such factors. Figure 4 shows, however, that this was not the case within this sample of stroke subjects. Grip-related change in reach time, contact velocity, peak aperture, and peak grip force are displayed for each subject (e.g. H77, H66, etc). Change (Δ) is the difference in performance between the palmar and 3-finger grip types collapsed across task goals. Positive values indicate instances in which the values for palmar grip were greater than 3-finger; negative values indicate when palmar grip values were less than 3-finger. Subjects were sorted by the number of days post-stroke (Fig. 4A) and ARAT score (Fig. 4B), as indicated in gray text. There was no trend for the amount of change (Δ) between palmar and 3-finger grip in any given variable to increase or decrease based on an individual’s time post-stroke or stroke severity (range of Pearson r= -.026 to .31; all values p>.23). Mean change in each variable for the control group is represented by the dotted line. There was also no trend for the amount of change between task goals based on an individual’s time post-stroke or stroke severity (range of Pearson r= -.36 to .22; all values p>.18).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether grip type and task goal influenced reaching and grasping performance in people with mild to moderate hemiparesis, compared to healthy controls. We found that movement of the affected limb depended on the grip and goal requirements of a reach-grasp task, supporting the hypothesis that the ability to modify a
movement strategy in a task-specific way is preserved in the presence of motor impairment. While results showed that the stroke group reached for the object with more curved handpaths and slower peak velocities compared to the control group, which is consistent with previous studies characterizing the effects of post-stroke hemiparesis on motor performance (Harvey, et al., 2001; Lang, et al., 2005; Lang, Wagner, Edwards, et al., 2006; Levin, 1996; McCrea & Eng, 2005; Schaefer, et al., 2009; Senesac, Davis, & Richards, 2010; Woodbury, et al., 2009), other measures of performance varied not only between groups but also by grip type. The stroke group’s performance when using a 3-finger grip was characterized by longer reach times, slower contact velocities, narrower peak apertures, and lower peak grip forces than when using a palmar grip. Task goal appeared to influence only reach time and peak grip force. These results supported our hypothesis that the stroke group’s performance would be influenced by grip type and task goal, and suggest a preserved ability to modify motor performance in a task-specific way.

Interaction effects observed in this study show that grip type and task goal affected movement differently in people post-stroke compared to healthy controls. These findings may be interpreted as evidence of altered movement strategies that people with stroke use to compensate, ensuring completion of the instructed task despite existing impairments. This is in contrast to the notion that changes in motor performance after stroke are only deficits in execution, which one might interpret from Figure 2. The smoothness and speed of the affected limb’s reaching performance was worse than the performance of control subjects and did not vary across grip type and task goal, which could potentially reflect a reduced motor repertoire. The significant interactions, however, revealed different task-specific performance changes across the two groups, clearly supporting the idea of compensation after stroke (Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008). At a functional
level, a “compensatory strategy” can be thought of as the appearance of alternative movement patterns during the accomplishment of a task (Levin, Kleim, & Wolf, 2009). It is likely that the changes in performance across the different grip types and task goals seen in this study reflect compensatory neural control of movement after stroke. Compensatory reaching and grasping strategies have previously been documented in people with post-stroke hemiparesis using similar kinematic analysis. During reaching, these individuals can compensate for some motor impairment with more trunk flexion (Cirstea & Levin, 2000; Levin, Michaelsen, Cirstea, & Roby-Brami, 2002; Michaelsen, et al., 2004; Murphy, Willen, & Sunnerhagen, 2011), more shoulder abduction (Malcolm, Massie, & Thaut, 2009), and wider hand apertures (Nowak, et al., 2003) than healthy adults. These individuals have also been shown to use excessive grip force when using their thumb and index finger to pick up an object (McDonnell, Hillier, Ridding, & Miles, 2006; Raghavan, Krakauer, & Gordon, 2006). More recently, Raghavan et al. (2010) compared finger kinematics of stroke subjects while grasping convex- or concave-shaped objects, and found that the stroke group used a qualitatively different strategy of finger flexion, rather than using an impaired version of the “normal” strategy seen in healthy control subjects.

Our data showed similar results: If the stroke group had used the same reaching strategy as the control group, or used the same strategy regardless of which grip type was used, then one would have predicted no interaction effects, and any differences in group means would be attributed to a main effect of stroke. Instead, key reach-to-grasp variables (reach time, contact velocity, peak aperture, and peak force) were dependent on hemiparesis and grip type, as evidenced by significant group-by-grip interactions, while some variables (reach time and peak force) were dependent on hemiparesis and task goal. These results collectively suggest that in the presence of motor deficits, the stroke subjects were able to flexibly alter movement control in response to
different task requirements, and that their strategies differed from those of healthy controls (Michaelsen, et al., 2004).

The contribution of this study to the understanding of compensatory motor control after stroke is its investigation of how different conditions of a functional task (grip types and goals) affect reaching and grasping variables in people with stroke compared to healthy controls. All other factors were held constant in order to effectively quantify the effects of grip type and task goal. In healthy adults, the intent to use different grip types has been shown to 1) activate different brain regions (Ehrsson, et al., 2000; Frey, Vinton, Norlund, & Grafton, 2005); 2) bias different movement strategies (Castiello, 1996; Greenwald & Knill, 2009; Ingram, Howard, Flanagan, & Wolpert, 2010; Vainio, Tucker, & Ellis, 2007); and 3) result in significantly different reaching performance (Castiello, Bennett, & Paulignan, 1992; Gentilucci, et al., 1991; Marteniuk, et al., 1987). Why, though, might some aspects of reaching and grasping performance have varied by grip or goal differently in the stroke group? The performance differences may reflect varying degrees of caution, or safety margin, encoded within the movement. For example, prolonged movement times seen in clinical populations have been interpreted as a more conservative movement strategy to compensate for underlying motor impairment (Cirstea & Levin, 2000; de los Reyes-Guzman, et al., 2010; McCrea & Eng, 2005; Smits-Engelsman, Rameckers, & Duysens, 2007; C. Y. Wu, et al., 2008). A more conservative strategy may be preferred when using a 3-finger grip than a palmar grip. Using the whole hand to grasp an object is often referred to as a ‘power’ grip, while using the tips of individual fingers is considered a more ‘precision’ grip (Jungling, Bock, & Girgenrath, 2002; Napier, 1956; Pouydebat, et al., 2011). It is plausible, therefore, that in order for the stroke group to be precise with the 3-finger grip, they used a more conservative, “safer” strategy than with the palmar grip. When using the affected limb in daily
life, longer reach times, slower contact velocities, and narrower hand apertures might minimize the likelihood of knocking objects over (Rosenbaum, Meulenbroek, Vaughan, & Jansen, 1999; Saling, Alberts, Stelmach, & Bloedel, 1998; te Velde, van der Kamp, Becher, van Bennekom, & Savelsbergh, 2005; Tresilian, 1998). Higher grip force when lifting an object against gravity, especially when using a precision grip, can minimize the likelihood of dropping it (McDonnell, et al., 2006; Raghavan, et al., 2006; Visser, et al., 2003; Wenzelburger, et al., 2005; Westling & Johansson, 1984). Thus, behavioral data from this study suggest that individuals with post stroke hemiparesis may be able to select movement strategies that will optimize task completion. Future studies are needed, however, to further understand how and why specific compensatory strategies emerge, as well as their functional implications.

It is well established that reaching and grasping performance is closely related to the severity of motor impairment and dysfunction (activity limitation) after stroke (Beebe & Lang, 2008; Celik, et al., 2010; Cirstea, et al., 2003; Glymour, et al., 2007; Krebs, et al., 2008; Kwakkel, et al., 2003; Lang, et al., 2009; Leonard, Gardipee, Koontz, Anderson, & Wilkins, 2006; Levin, 1996; McDonnell, et al., 2006; Subramanian, Yamanaka, Chilingaryan, & Levin, 2010). Interestingly, modulation of task performance in this study, as indexed by changes in reach time, contact velocity, peak aperture, and peak force between grip types, did not depend on the degree of motor dysfunction nor the time post-stroke. The amount of grip-related change seen in our stroke subjects was unrelated to their scores on the Action Research Arm Test (ARAT), which has been shown to be a reliable, valid measure of upper extremity functional loss after stroke (Hsieh, et al., 1998; Lin, et al., 2009; Yozbatiran, et al., 2008). The lack of association between grip-related change (reported as Δ in Fig. 4) and dysfunction (activity limitation) is not a product of which clinical test we used to evaluate this relationship, since clinical tests of upper extremity
function are known to be highly correlated (Beebe & Lang, 2009; Hsueh & Hsieh, 2002; Lin, et al., 2009; Rabadi & Rabadi, 2006). Our data instead suggest that the grip- and goal-related changes in reach time, contact velocity, peak aperture and/or peak force may be fairly constant after the first few weeks post-stroke and may be similar across the range of mild to moderate hemiparesis.

Because the task required the ability to reach and grasp an object, patients with severe hemiparesis could not participate in this study. Thus, the degree to which upper extremity motor performance varies with movement context in more severely affected individuals remains unclear. Grip type and task goal did, however, significantly affect reaching and grasping performance in those with mild-to-moderate hemiparesis, despite their varying degrees of motor capacity. Although our sample size was small, the subjects’ mild-moderate movement impairments were characteristic of those persons with stroke who have potential to recover motor function through rehabilitation (Hendricks, van Limbeek, Geurts, & Zwarts, 2002; Kwakkel, et al., 2003).

In sum, results from this study suggest that even though the ability to move one’s arm and hand is often impaired after stroke, reaching and grasping performance can still be modified based on how and why an object will be grasped. Different movement patterns may be elicited through different grip types and task goals. Information about how different movement contexts influence performance post-stroke may assist therapists in planning how and what to practice during task-specific upper extremity training. Future training studies are needed to examine how manipulating movement contexts during therapy might impact functional recovery after stroke.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. (A) Experimental setup. (B) Palmar and 3-finger (3Fgr) grip types are shown. (C) Sample traces of hand velocity (top), aperture (middle), and grip force (bottom) during a hold trial using a palmar grip are shown for a control subject (solid lines) and a stroke subject (dotted lines). Arrows indicate calculated peak values; horizontal lines below x-axis (time) indicate amount of elapsed time from reach start (t=0) and object contact (i.e. reach end) for both the control subject’s (solid line) and stroke subject’s (dotted line).

Figure 2. Effect of group. Right reach paths (wrist sensor, sagittal plane, medial view) from a control (left panel) and stroke (right panel) subject during 3 trials using a 3Fgr grip to lift the object. ○ indicates object contact. (B) Reach path ratios and (C) peak resultant hand velocities are shown for the control (filled circle) and stroke (open circle) groups when using 3Fgr and Palmar grip types during the Hold and Lift tasks. Values represent group means ± SE. Lower reach path ratios and higher peak velocities indicate more efficient, faster reach performance.

Figure 3. A-D. Effect of grip type. (A) Reach times, (B) contact velocities, (C) peak apertures, and (D) peak forces are shown for the control (filled circle) and stroke (open circle) groups when using 3Fgr and palmar grip types. Significant post-hoc comparisons are indicated by asterisks only for differences between grip type within each group (Control and Stroke), where *p<.05 and ***p<.0001. All post-hoc results are reported in-text. E-F. Effect of task goal. (E) Reach times are shown for the control (filled circle) and stroke (open circle) groups during the Hold and Lift tasks. Within-group post-hoc: Control p=.47; Stroke p=.49. (F) Peak forces are shown for the
3Fgr (black square) and palmar (gray square) grip types during the Hold and Lift tasks. Within-grip post-hoc: 3Fgr $p=.29$; Palmar $p=.68$. Values represent group means ± SE.

Figure 4. Grip-related change in reach time, contact velocity, peak aperture, and peak force within each subject in the stroke group, collapsed across task goals. Change ($\Delta$) is the difference in performance between the palmar and 3-finger grip types. Positive values indicate palmar > 3-finger; negative values indicate 3-finger > palmar. Subjects (e.g. H73, H66, etc.) are sorted along x-axis by increasing (A) number of days post-stroke and (B) score on ARAT (normal = 57), shown across top of graphs. Dashed line indicates mean change in the control group.
Table 1. Subject characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stroke group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of subjects ((n))</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>58 ± 11</td>
<td>53 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>7 Female, 9 Male</td>
<td>6 Female, 6 Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected (Tested) side</td>
<td>11 Dominant, 5 Nondominant (8 Right, 8 Left)</td>
<td>7 Dominant, 5 Nondominant (7 Right, 5 Left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of stroke</td>
<td>14 Ischemic 2 Hemorrhagic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days post-stroke</td>
<td>657 ± 1287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip strength (^a) (affected hand)</td>
<td>70.3 ± 25.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinch strength (^a) (affected hand)</td>
<td>67.7 ± 22.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spasticity (^b) (affected side)</td>
<td>0: (n=8) (normal) 1: (n=6) 2: (n=1) 3: (n=0) 4: (n=1) (rigid)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action Research Arm Test (^c) (affected side)</td>
<td>40.2 ± 9.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke Impact Scale (^d) – hand function subscale</td>
<td>49.7 ± 21.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unless otherwise indicated, values are mean ± SD

\(^a\) % of unaffected hand
\(^b\) Modified Ashworth scale, elbow flexors
\(^c\) normal (maximum) score = 57
\(^d\) normal (maximum) score = 100
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